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FOREWORD

Dear guest,
Early this year, I had the great pleasure of starting a new challenge at Domaine La Butte aux
Bois. I found myself in a warm environment
with enthusiastic colleagues. Together we strive
to offer you the very best service. To achieve this,
we have a lot of options, which I am happy to
introduce to you.
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Dear guest,
It is my sincere pleasure to address you in this new
edition of ‘Life in Style’.
Over the past three decades, Domaine La Butte aux Bois
has made a remarkable journey, evolving from a locally
appreciated restaurant with event halls into an internationally renowned hotel (having been awarded the
five-star superior label) and a culinary hotspot. Needless
to say, that makes me, the owner of this beautiful estate,
incredibly proud.
Special thanks go to the team of ‘La Butte’ - the ‘pampering team’ - who have helped realise this incredible
achievement. They have done so under the guidance
of a passionate director-host, Yannick Bouts, who assumed his position on 1 January of this year. On page
5 of this issue he would like to introduce himself to you.
I hope that in the coming spring and summer months
you will be able to experience some unforgettable
moments at Domaine La Butte aux Bois. I wish you all
the best.
Warm regards,
Eric Bullens
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Info and reservations:
Domaine La Butte aux Bois
Paalsteenlaan 90, 3620 Lanaken, Belgium
+32 (0)89 73 97 70
www.labutteauxbois.be

Restaurant La Source
The inspectors of the Michelin Guide are known to be very conscientious
and knowledgeable in their work, but they are also very critical in their
assessments. For the third time in a row now, chef Ralf Berendsen and
his team have been awarded two Michelin stars.Every day, they give it
their utmost because they believe that only the best is good enough.
Le Bistrot and Les Salons
The kitchen of Le Bistrot is run by chef Robert Levels. He has gained a
lot of experience at the highest level, among others at Beluga and Toine
Hermsen in Maastricht. He has gladly taken on the challenge of raising
the quality of your party at one of our event halls or your delicious lunch
or dinner at Le Bistrot to a higher level.
La Fôret by Dr Bullens.
Dermatologist Dr Yolande Bullens has brought her medical expertise to
Relais & Châteaux Domaine La Butte. The successful combination of a
comprehensive and high-quality range of beauty and health treatments
under one roof is unique.
5***** Superior
So far, only two hotels in Flanders have managed to achieve the five-star
superior label. We are therefore proud of this award for both the total
range of hotel facilities and the exceptionally high quality of service.
Guests experience the professionalism and dedication of our staff all day,
every day.
2020 is a year full of challenges. Of course we will be organising our
traditional beautiful Easter and Mother’s Day events, the musical BBQ,
pampering brunches on Sundays and ‘Asparagus on tour’. The icing on
the cake? This year we are organising an event in collaboration with wine
producer Peter Colemont and an exclusive afternoon with jewellery
designer Jochen Leën.
I look forward to welcoming you to Domaine La Butte aux Bois.
With gastronomic greetings,
Yannick Bouts, Director
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Y

annick Bouts came well prepared. Despite his young age, he
already boasts an impressive, varied career. After studying
hotel management at the Erasmus Brussels University of
Applied Sciences and Arts, he held various management
positions in the hotel chains Marriott, Holiday Inn and
Crowne Plaza. He then went on to work as sales and marketing manager for the East Flemish entrepreneurial family Vermeersch, which owns
the catering company Dîner Privé and the hotels Auberge du Pêcheur,
Gosset, Serwir and Charl’s, among others. After ten years, he decided to
join the prestigious hotel The Fourth in Leuven with its in-house restaurant Tafelrond.

Trump cards

“Everything I wanted to achieve there eventually, was already done here
in Neerharen. Marc Alofs and his team did an excellent job, but we
shouldn’t rest on our laurels. In this sector you have to constantly anticipate new developments and look ahead. La Butte has great trump cards.
We just have to keep playing them. A two-star restaurant, a high-quality
bistro, a wellness area of 1,350 square meters, a hotel that was awarded
the five-star superior label, a high-end gym, the proximity of the Hoge
Kempen National Park and ... the people. They are the ones who truly
make the difference. If you don’t have passionate staff, you won’t make
it past your front door, not even with the most beautiful product in the
world.” Yannick Bouts stresses that there were other reasons for him to
choose Domaine La Butte aux Bois. “I see great challenges here. We are
in the heart of the Meuse-Rhine Euroregion. On the eastern side - let’s
say on the German and Dutch side for the sake of convenience - we already have a good catchment area. However, in my own area I noticed
that there is still a large ‘mental gap’ between Hasselt and Lanaken, while
it’s just a twenty-minute drive. We have a very good story, but we have to
share it with many more people.”

X factor

“I can’t stress enough how unique La Butte aux Bois is. I was here as a
guest for the first time in 2014. Back then I already felt the X factor of this
building. When you drive into the car park, it feels as if you were a few
hundred kilometres away, across the border. That feeling immediately
sets expectations for visitors. We have to live up to those expectations
every second, from check-in to check-out. I feel an incredible drive to
work hard on that. The owner and founder Eric Bullens trusted me fully
from day one. That was also an important factor that inspired me to work
with him. And that trust is mutual. Just look at how he has invested in
resources and people in recent years. He deserves every praise.”
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SOME OF OUR TEAM MEMBERS THAT
WE WOULD LIKE TO INTRODUCE TO YOU
Robert Levels, chef of Le Bistrot

from left to right:
Robert Levels
Ralf Berendsen
Yannick Bouts
Kim Defaux
Stefan Callaars
Laura Martinelli

“HERE YOU STILL HAVE
A FAMILY FEELING.”
Fans of computer games would give anything for his surname, but
ROBERT LEVELS has a completely different passion: cooking at the
highest possible level. That is what the 49-year-old has been doing
for almost thirty years. He was the right hand of top chefs like Toine
Hermsen and Hans van Wolde. Since last summer, he has been the
head chef at LE BISTROT.

B

ut his role as head chef at Domaine La Butte
aux Bois is not a first for Robert Levels. Five
years ago, at Bilderberg Castle Vaalsbroek,
he was named executive chef of In de Oude
Watermolen (restaurant and bistro) and De
Kruidentuin (events hall). “There, I learned a lot about
management and organisation”, he emphasises. “That
experience now comes in handy. I’m not only the chef
at Le Bistrot, I am also responsible for banqueting, the
lunches served at the spa and the hotel guests’ breakfast. As a result, my job entails a lot of variety. I wouldn’t
want it any other way. To manage a team and join in
their hard work, that’s my new passion. I can see myself working here for many years to come. La Butte is a
family business. You can feel that. Chain hotels are often
more impersonal.”

should be top-notch quality here. Only then can you offer a good product. What is within my powers - Le Bistrot, banqueting, breakfast,
lunches at the spa - I want to take to a higher level. Of course, a chef
doesn’t cook for the culinary guides in the first place, but together
with my team I have one very concrete goal: to increase our rating in
Gault&Millau. Now we have 12 out of 20. We aim to change that.
Upwards of course. (laughs) That shared ambition motivates us every
day to provide our guests with the best possible service.”

Robert Levels in Le Bistrot

Backpacker

Robert Levels trained as a chef in Sittard. Once he
had completed this studies, he worked at L’Auberge in
Weert, with Toine Hermsen and Hans van Wolde (of
Beluga) in Maastricht and at Landgoed Altembrouck
in ‘s-Gravenvoeren. “I learned a lot there. In between
I spent fourteen months backpacking in Asia and Australia. That period taught me a lot. Taking a step back
fuels your inspiration.” Fast-forward to today, and at
Domaine La Butte aux Bois he says he learns a lot from
Ralf Berendsen every day. “We talk continuously and
taste each other’s dishes. That’s a must if you want to sail
the same course. Of course there must be a gap between
La Source and Le Bistrot, but it mustn’t be a canyon.
Whoever comes to La Butte has certain expectations
that have to be met on every level. Ralf and I both aim
for a high-quality cuisine with a classic base and contemporary touches.”

Fried egg

Perfection... It’s a word that Robert Levels uses as often
as Ralf Berendsen. “Of course, a guest at a two-star
establishment has certain expectations. His fried
egg at breakfast also has to be perfect. Le Bistrot,
the spa, La Source, the hotel, the gym... Everything
6
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EVERY SUNDAY UNTIL 31 DECEMBER 2020

Every Sunday we serve our PAMPERING brunch at
restaurant La Source and/or in the adjoining events
halls. That is the ideal way to end the weekend with
family, friends and acquaintances. Or the perfect way to
celebrate your birthday, anniversary or any special event
in style. A healthy start of the week ahead.
Let the team of La Butte aux Bois pamper you with:
• a refined selection of starters, including lobster and
oysters
• a surprising velouté
• three deluxe main courses, prepared especially for
you at the buffet: meat, fish and a vegetarian option
(on request), served with potato and vegetable garnishes
• delicious Belgian and French cheese platters
• an amazing dessert buffet, festive and generous at the
same time
We welcome you between noon and 12.30 p.m. and will
pamper you until 4.30 p.m.

WEEKLY
PAMPERING
BRUNCH ON
SUNDAY

€ 62,50 p.p. per person excl. drinks.
€ 97,50 p.p. per person incl. aperitif, wines, water, soft drinks and
coffee, to be booked for the entire table.

children

€ 3,50 per child per year of life (up to 11 years of age) incl. drinks.
€ 4,50 per child per year of life (up to and including 15 years of
age) incl. drinks.
Excluding public holidays.
Would you like a separate room for your pampering brunch?
Ask our sales team for more information. They will also be
happy to inform you about our tailor-made brunch packages.
Available every day of the week.
laura.martinelli@labutteauxbois.be or kim.defaux@labutteauxbois.be

8
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SUNDAY 12 APRIL

EASTER
LUNCH AND
DINNER AT
RESTAURANT
**
LA SOURCE**
Lunch excluding drinks
€ 105 p.p. (4 courses), € 150 p.p. (6 courses)
We welcome you between 11.45 a.m. and 12.15 p.m.
Children up to 11 years can enjoy a four-course
meal for € 50 p.p.
Diner excl. drinks
€ 150 p.p. (6 courses), € 185 p.p. (8 courses)
You can reserve a table from 6.30 p.m. onwards
Children up to 11 years can enjoy a four-course
meal for € 50 p.p.

SUNDAY 12 APRIL AND MONDAY 13 APRIL

EASTER BRUNCH
A festive and refined TREAT for the whole
family.

VIK: Very Important Kids

Especially for Easter, Domaine La Butte aux Bois is organising a festive
brunch prepared by chef Robert Levels and his team. There is something
for everyone, so you and your family can enjoy this cosy day to the full.
A warm welcome, fresh spring flavours, colours and fragrances, the
soothing first sun... An extensive buffet with starters, main courses and
desserts will make for an unforgettable afternoon. In short, a feast for all
ages. We welcome you between noon and 12.30 p.m.

Brunch: a delicious, relaxing afternoon guaranteed.

A bubbly welcome and atmospheric live music

Let the Domaine La Butte aux Bois team pamper you with:
• a refined selection of starters, including lobster and oysters
• a surprising velouté
• three luxury main courses, prepared especially for you at the buffet:
meat, fish and a vegetarian option, served with potato and vegetable
garnishes
• delicious Belgian and French cheese platters
• an amazing dessert buffet, festive and generous at the same time
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A private buffet full of delicacies, the presence of the
Easter bunny, an Easter egg hunt in the bushes, a bouncy castle and a babysitter.

Michelin-starred chef Ralf Berendsen and his team serve up a stylish
lunch and dinner in our elegant, spacious and quiet restaurant La Source.
Weather permitting, you can enjoy the first rays of sunshine on our
terraces.

Easter menu
Ourchef Ralf Berendsen seeks inspiration to create new dishes every
day. As a result, it is possible that certain dishes may be changed. You
can find the menu online.
Amuse-bouches
_
Carabineros
pistachios, veal tongue, jalapeños
_
Red mullet
hazelnut, sea urchin, capers
_
Lobster
papaya, yuzu, finger lime
_
Sweetbread
coffee, sambai, onio, beurre noisette
_
Roe deer
Jerusalem artichoke, pine cone, walnut
_
Refined cheeses
from our cart
_
Passion fruit
coconut, curry, kaffir
_
Strawberry
asparagus, milk, goat’s yoghurt
_

adults

€ 115 (12 April) - € 110 (13 April)
Until 4.30 p.m. Including a bubbly aperitif, selected wines, water and coffee.

VIK’S (up to 17 years)

€ 4,50 per year of life including bubbly VIK
aperitif and soft drinks. The little ones (up to 11
years) will receive a small gift.
Spend the night on Easter Monday from € 92.50
per room; your VIKs stay for free.
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‘Since most women in this region
wear a headscarf and only show
their face in public, facial care
and cosmetic dermatology are
even more important to them
than to us’

Veerle Boonen (l) and Michelle Bullens (r)

Veerle Boonen introduces the Middle East to Domaine La Butte aux Bois

“WE OPENED A NEW
WORLD FOR THEM.”
Will you soon run into SHEIKS AND EMIRS in the lounge
and corridors of Domaine La Butte aux Bois? You might,
because from 9 to 14 February, sales manager VEERLE
BOONEN was a guest in Doha (Qatar), Kuwait City, Dubai and
Abu Dhabi (United Arab Emirates), where she introduced
La Butte to 175 tour operators from the Middle East.

I

t was a trip I won’t soon forget for several reasons”,
Veerle says. “The departure alone is etched in my
memory That weekend storm Ciara crossed part of
Europe. Because the trip was tightly timed, we really
couldn’t afford a delay. Luckily we took off just before the wind reached peak speeds. The second problem
was the coronavirus, so all passengers underwent extra
checks. I was accompanied by Michelle Bullens. That
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was a big plus, because in the
Middle East, family values are
very important. When they
heard that the owner’s daughter was there they were even
more interested and charmed.” Veerle and Michelle
presented Domaine la Butte
aux Bois together with a delegation from Maasmechelen
Village. “Shopping is a priority for tourists from the Middle East. That’s
why this was such a good match. Michelle and I obviously focused on
a number of pillars at La Butte. The first is the proximity of the Hoge
Kempen National Park. The audience was intrigued by those green
surroundings, because they only know desert, so to speak. We added
another two great assets: our spa is almost literally immersed in nature and they can rely on the know-how of dermatologist Yolande Bullens-Goessens.”

Facial care

“Since most women in this region wear a headscarf and only show their
face in public, facial care and cosmetic dermatology are even more important to them than to us. Of course, we also showcased our two-star
restaurant La Source, our five-star superior hotel - the first in Belgium
- and the permanent presence of personal coach Ingmar Harthoorn.”
The question is whether such a four-day trip is sufficient to generate
a response. “You can’t measure that straight away, but I have a strong
feeling that we’ve opened up a new world for them. Soon a luxury tour
operator will visit La Butte aux Bois to admire everything personally.
Not only our strengths, but also the proximity to world-class cities such
as Paris, Amsterdam and Brussels can convince them.”

Roadmap

“We are now in the process of developing a roadmap. We are planning to
put our accommodation and activities in the spotlight in a video, which
we will send to as many tour operators as possible. Quality bloggers
and influencers with hundreds of thousands of followers have already
shown an interest in promoting La Butte aux Bois through their channels. I realise that we shouldn’t expect bookings to pour in instantly, but
Michelle and I returned with a positive feeling. Belgium is still relatively
unknown territory for tourists from the Middle East, because often only
Brussels rings a bell with them. Of course we’re going to change that.
(laughs) If you have something to offer - and we do - you can convince
them, especially in the summer months. After all, at that time, it’s far too
hot for them to travel in their own region.”

Veerle dressed by Lowet Bilzen
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OUR ASSETS
1. A SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT IN PREPARATION
FOR YOUR PARTY.
2. WEDDING CEREMONIES CAN BE HELD IN OUR BEAUTIFUL
GARDEN OR IN ONE OF THE STYLISH EVENT HALLS.
3. A PROFESSIONAL, MULTILINGUAL TEAM WILL ENSURE
YOU HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED ON THE DAY.
4. WE ALSO HAVE A ROMANTIC BRIDAL SUITE AND
ACCOMMODATION FOR YOUR GUESTS.
5. TOP GASTRONOMY, TAILORED TO YOUR CULINARY
WISHES.

YOUR TAILOR-MADE EVENT
Your party at Domaine La Butte aux Bois

Before your departure or after
you have arrived, please let us
know how we can be
OF SERVICE.

1

We assist our guests from A to Z in the preparation of their wedding,
communion, dinner or other special occasions at Domaine La Butte
aux Bois. Our years of experience ensure that guests can look forward to
an unforgettable event without any worries. Relaxation is our passion,
and we are delighted to see our guests’ radiant faces. In today’s hectic
world, we know how important it is to work efficiently and take work off
your hands. We are also available during the weekend, so if guests have
any questions, they can rely on us almost 24/7.

2

Keen on an intimate wedding or christening ceremony on location
under the guidance of your own master of ceremonies? Your ceremony can take place in our garden, weather permitting, or indoors in
the Carolussalon or the Alexanderhof event halls. The beautiful, lavish
flower decorations, provided by our own florist, add the perfect finishing
touch. Nothing is as personal as a ceremony with your immediate family
and friends, exactly the way you had dreamed it up.

3

When, after many months of preparation, the moment has finally
arrived, guests are guaranteed an unforgettable day from start to finish.
After all, pampering our guests is our specialty. Our enthusiastic team
of professionals will do everything they can to make the guests feel at
home. The reception and banqueting colleagues are ready to answer any
questions or comments and ensure that the day runs smoothly.

4

The best way to end an unforgettable wedding party is for the bride
and groom to retire to the romantic bridal suite in the manor. For
the wedding guests there are hotel rooms available at a reduced rate. The
guests can enjoy a luxurious breakfast together the following morning to
relive the most beautiful moments. Weather permitting, breakfast can be
served on one of our many terraces. Any why not book one of our hotel
rooms after a nice dinner or for a fully catered stay with the entire family?
We will gladly discuss which room type best suits your wishes.

5

We aim to serve you the most delicious food and drinks during your
stay on our estate. Whether guests opt for a luxurious dinner buffet in
a private hall, a gastronomic menu at restaurant La Source (two Michelin
stars) or an informal welcome dinner at Le Bistrot, we strive to offer the
very best culinary experience. Welcome to Domaine La Butte aux Bois,
where memories are made for life.

Dedicated team: Laura Martinelli (l) and Kim Defaux (r)
in the Spa Lounge
Contact us: laura.martinelli@labutteauxbois.be
kim.defaux@labutteauxbois.be
14 - LIFE IN STYLE
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Stefan Callaars (l) and Ingmar Harthoorn (r)
in the meetingroom ‘Le Bouleau’
Contact us: stefan.callaars@labutteauxbois.be

YOUR
PERMANENT
BUSINESS
PARTNER

An unforgettable
shopping experience
Discover more than 100 boutiques from the world’s most exciting brands such as Sandro, Hackett and
Essentiel. Enjoy remarkable savings of up to 60% on the recommended retail price.
The Village is open every day from 10.00 until 19.00, including on Sundays and bank holidays!
Just a 10 minute drive away from La Butte Aux bois.

S

tefan Callaars is our specialist for business events, taking care of
every event as if it were his own. Thanks to his extensive knowledge of the business market, he can turn all your wishes into
reality. Within 24 hours from the first contact, we take stock of
your needs and wishes, and we send you an initial proposal. In
the run-up to your event, one person remains your permanent contact
up to and including the evaluation. At La Butte aux Bois, we have many
assets that set us apart from other establishments. Our customers expect
that when they organise their business event here, everything will be perfect, down to the smallest detail, and that everything will go according to
plan. Important in this respect is the continuity in quality and flexibility
of the team assisting you on site. Finally, we believe it is important that
your contact person remains your permanent point of contact for future
events, allowing for a long-term collaboration.
Quality comes first at La Butte aux Bois. Here are some of our strengths,
highlighted by Stefan Callaars:
• The possibility to rent the entire Domaine
• Easy to reach from Antwerp, Brussels, Hasselt, Liège, Maastricht and
Aachen
• Free Parking
• Ideal mix of business and relaxation. Before, during or after your
meeting, you can use our spa facilities and enjoy treatments tailored to
business guests, among others.
• We have (meeting) rooms for groups of all sizes, from 2 to 450 persons,
always guaranteed to meet your expectations.
• Multifunctional rooms: from confidential air-conditioned boardrooms overlooking the park for a job interview to cosy lounges for
your business dinner.
• For product launches, we can even display several cars indoors.
• Tailored cuisine: from a standing buffet in a private lounge to an
informal dinner at Le Bistrot or a two-star dinner at La Source
restaurant.

Ask for your VIP-invitation* at the hotel front desk.

Something Extraordinary EveryDay

™
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* Conditions apply. Offer valid until 30/11/2020. Not valid during blackout and sale periods (June – July).
© Maasmechelen Village 2020 02/20
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Peter Colemont, winegrower

“MAKING WINE IS A
LESSON IN HUMILITY.”
Limburg viticulture has been on the rise for several decades now. One of
the best-known local wine growers is PETER COLEMONT. The 58-yearold only produces about four thousand bottles a year, but the quality of his
wine is highly appreciated by connoisseurs. “Making wine gives me great
satisfaction, but it is also a lesson in humility”, he says humbly.
Gors-Opleeuw, a small
village of barely four
hundred inhabitants
in South Limburg, is
of Arcadian beauty.
Rolling fields, four
castles, a picturesque
village square: this is
Hesbaye at its best.
Virtually in the centre of that agricultural
enclave lies a walled
one-hectare vineyard.
The French call this a
clos, a name that has
been protected in Belgium since 2002. The
thick walls date back
to the mid-nineteenth century and create a micro climate that allows the
vines to thrive exceptionally well. “The walls act as a big radiator: they
store heat and radiate it again”, explains Peter Colemont. The combination of these external conditions and his passion have for years resulted
in an excellent wine, with an insufficient supply to meet the high demand. The world-renowned oenologist Jancis Robinson tasted his Clos
d’Opleeuw Chardonnay 2001 in the three-star restaurant Hof van Cleve.
She compared it to a Puligny-Montrachet, a top wine from Burgundy.
“Had it not been for my father, I would never have been where I am
today” he says. “On special occasions, he always got a good bottle from
the cellar. In those days Rosé d’Anjou and Fitou were very popular, but
he would regularly open a bottle of Nuits-Saint-Georges, without any
problem. That created a special atmosphere in the living room. I couldn’t
explain why exactly, but I felt it was very special.”

house in Borgloon. We had a chat and he gave me some
grafts. That marked the start of my story. In 2002, I
bought my current vineyard from a neighbouring castle lord, but I did not yet have the know-how to turn it
into a profitable business. With my Peugeot 205, I drove
to Suze-La-Rousse in the south of France to study at
L’Université du Vin.”

When did you start making your own wine?

“A lot of people don’t dare take the cheapest wine, so
they order something in between. I think it’s better to
look for wines from lesser-known regions and choose
a slightly better bottle from those on offer. There are
definitely hidden gems there too. I recently drank a
very nice Palette from Provence at La Source. If you
really want to learn more about wine, consider taking
a wine course. That will take time and effort, but it is
also very satisfying. I have been giving wine courses at
the catering school of Hasselt for many years now, three
evenings a week. Time and time again and again, I see
that the students return home satisfied.

“In 1993, but at the time, it was still on a small scale. I had just planted
some vines on a plot next to my house. I owe a lot to Jean Belfroid. He
is without a doubt the godfather of Belgian wine. A great guy, a man
of class. The Genoels-Elderen Wine Castle, Apostelhoeve in Maastricht
and so many other estates would probably never have existed without
him. Through tax documents, he discovered that wine growing in South
Limburg dates back to the pre-Napoleonic era. Borgloon was the only
city with a wine guild.” “In 1960, he planted his first vines. He started
producing white wine, then red. Like an oil slick, viticulture expanded
from Hesbaye to the Hageland region, the West Flemish Heuvelland and
the Meuse valley between Namur and Huy. One day I cycled past his
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But that may not have been enough to make quality
wine.

“No. I spent almost all my free time on self-study and
during the holidays - I was a biology teacher at a secondary school in Sint-Truiden - I went to visit wine estates.
Today, thirty years on, I am still as passionate as I was in
the beginning. The peculiar thing is that, with time, you
become more and more humble. You are so dependent
on nature that you come to the realisation that man is
only a tiny creature. Another lesson in humility: blind
tasting. You may think you know a lot about wine, but
during such a tasting you will soon realise that you’re
not that great after all.”
When it comes to wine making, what gives you great
satisfaction?

“From pruning to bottling, it’s a creative process. I think
it’s of the utmost importance that you do something in
life that allows you to constantly develop yourself and
for which you receive positive feedback. And if you
want to keep people’s spirits up, give them a pat on the
back once in a while”.
Which advice do you give to people who don’t know
which wines to choose when eating out?

Peter Colemont (l) and Robert Levels (r)
in our salon Leopold
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Peter Colemont

SATURDAY 13 JUNE

A bubbly welcome between 6 p.m. and
6.30 p.m. with atmospheric live music

Chef Robert Levels will take you on a culinary tour
with a wine tasting accompanied by winemaker Peter
Colemont. The wines selected by him will be adapted
to the dishes. This is a unique opportunity to enjoy
Robert’s cuisine and a wonderful wine selection.
Robert and Peter welcome you in the beautiful halls
of Domaine la Butte aux Bois between 6 p.m. and 6.30
p.m. Weather permitting, wewillwill serve aperitifs on
the cosy champagne terrace.
As a special treat, Peter will serve you his Clos
d’Opleeuw, which is considered one of the best white
wines of Belgium and the Netherlands.
Peter invites the first twenty bookings to visit his
domain Clos d’Opleeuw.
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DINNER BY CHEF
ROBERT LEVELS WITH
MATCHING WINES
SELECTED BY PETER
COLEMONT

€ 150 p.p. until 11 p.m. including a bubbly aperitif, selected wines
by Colemont, water and coffee.
Let our team pamper you with a five-course menu with matching
wines (including Clos d’Opleeuw).
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Ralf Berendsen, chef of two-star
Michelin restaurant La Source

“MORE
AMBITIOUS,
FANATIC AND
ENERGETIC
THAN EVER.”

SUNDAY 10 MAY

MOTHER’S DAY
On Sunday 10 May we are celebrating
Mother’s Day. This is the perfect opportunity to PAMPER your dearest mother.
A special day indeed. That’s why we are
hosting a delicious MOTHER’S DAY
BRUNCH to celebrate all mums.
adults

€ 105 p.p. including a bubbly aperitif, selected wines, water and
coffee until 4.30 p.m.

children (up to 17 years)

€ 4,50 per year of life including bubbly VIK aperitif and soft drinks.
Extra treat: spend the night on Sunday from € 92.50 per room.
Le Bistrot is open for lunch and dinner on the day. We will be serving a special Mother’s Day menu to enjoy on our terrace or by the
fireplace. Kindly book your table.
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And what better way to do that than to enjoy a deliciously filling brunch? It’s the perfect gift to thank your
mum for everything she does. Gather the whole family
and enjoy a mouth-watering pampering brunch and
each other’s company. Mum can relax, because we will
take care of everything - from an elegantly set table to
a lovely meal, and of course, there’s no need to do the
dishes.

A bubbly welcome between 12.00 and
12.30 p.m.

Let our team pamper you with:
• a refined selection of starters, including lobster and
oysters
• a surprising velouté
• three luxury main courses, prepared especially for
you at the buffet: meat, fish and a vegetarian option,
served with potato and vegetable garnishes
• delicious Belgian and French cheese platters
• an amazing dessert buffet, festive and generous at the
same time

VIK: Very Important Kids

A dedicated buffet full of delicacies, as well as entertainment, a bouncy castle and a babysitter.

Not many CHEFS can put two
Michelin stars on their CV in
barely four years. It’s a rare feat.
RALF BERENDSEN of
La Source is one of those
exceptions. In 2013 the red
bible of gastronomy awarded
him his first star; in 2017 he got
his second. “A third star? I’m
more ambitious, fanatic and
energetic than ever, but I cook
first and foremost to see our
guests go home satisfied after
every service.”

A

fter training as a chef in Roermond and Sittard, Ralf Berendsen was an apprentice to
Dieter Kaufmann at the two-star restaurant
Zur Traube in the German city of Grevenbroich. “I had to work sixteen hours a day,
but it was the best thing that could have happened to
me. You can have all the talent in the world, but without
zest for work and perseverance you will never make it in
this job”, says the 45-year-old chef. After a few more intermediate steps, he became chef de partie at the threestar restaurant Im Schiffchen in Düsseldorf. He then
went on to work as a chef at Wittem Castle in the Dutch
Limburg village of the same name. He stayed there for
ten years. In 2011 he moved to Belgium. “In that period,
we managed to achieve quite a lot. I explicitly say we.
It’s a big cliché, but without a good team you’re nothing.
We recently welcomed eight new people in our kitchen.

Ralf Berendsen in Restaurant La Source

They are all very driven and want to grow and progress every day. That’s
the way it should be, because in this industry too, if you stand still, you
get left behind. Before you can take steps forward, you obviously have to
build a good path.”

New kitchen

Ralf Berendsen emphasises that there is a strong basis to build on. “We
have a passionate and competent team, and a brand new kitchen boasting the very latest equipment and techniques. After all, you can’t win
the Tour on a city bike. I would like to explicitly thank Eric Bullens, who
dared to invest. And that’s not a given nowadays. We no longer have any
excuse not to put any pressure on ourselves. When guests eat at a twostar restaurant and pay a certain amount of money, as a chef, you have to
live up to the guests’ expectations every minute.”

A thousand and one ideas

The chef of La Source says he still has a thousand and oneideas to renew
and improve his cuisine. “There is a lot of innovation in gastronomy, it
is very difficult to set yourself apart. That’s why I guard my signature
style every day. I like a recognisable, pure cuisine. The simpler the dish,
the more complex the preparation. Robert Levels and Director Yannick
Bouts are both competent to brainstorm about this matter and to take
the entire Domaine La Butte aux Bois to an even higher level.”
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Yannick (l), Ralf (m) and Jochen (r)
in restaurant La Source

Bouts, Berendsen and Leën
will spoil you with:

Champagne
Dom
Pérignon,
1ercru, big bottles,
Lucien Le Moine,
AALTO PS,
carabineros, Bentley
caviar, turbot,
sweetbread, TRUFFLE,
cigars
SATURDAY 25 JUNE 2020

L’EXPÉRIENCE
EXCEPTIONNELLE
On Thursday 25 June from noon to
6 p.m., Director Yannick Bouts, twostar chef Ralf Berendsen and jewellery designer Jochen Leën will be
hosting ‘L’expérience exceptionnelle’
at our restaurant La Source. This is
an event where hospitality, gastronomy and luxury blend together at an
exceptional level.
Yannick Bouts, explains, “After
several conversations with Ralf and Jochen, we decided to mix
our passions and organise a unique lunch, an unforgettable experience. Every day we aim to live up to our reputation as a two-star
Michelin restaurant, but this time we want to take it one step further.”
Jochen Leën, adds, “The composition of the six-course lunch
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will be translated to the Granada
Gallery. It will include only the
very best products.”
Ralf Berendsen, continues, “We
are three totally different characters with one common ambition:
perfection.” Only 45 guests will
have the chance to experience
this unique event.
While tasting these top ingredients, guests will be able to make a visual link with the
jewels of Jochen Leën and the minerals, fossils and other
objects of Granada Gallery. A luxurious feast for all the
senses with flavourful culinary gems.
Price per person: € 350
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dr. Yolande Bullens-Goessens (l)
and Bibi Faas (r)
2.

3.

1.

5.

1350 m2 of sensory nature and well-being experiences

2.´La Foret´

COME IN. BREATHE.
RELAX.

3.´La Foret Lounge´

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL. We love life,, we
celebrate it and we enjoy it to the full!

S

pa Retreat La Forêt overlooks idyllic forests and is located in a
terraced garden that merges into the surrounding Hoge Kempen
National Park. The boundaries between the indoors and the
outdoors are blurred. The landscape blends seamlessly into the
building and transforms your stay into a sumptuous experience
of nature and well-being. Make the most of our luxurious Spa Retreat,
which includes use of our high-end fitness equipment and daily activities
at Le Gym.
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> Eight treatment cabins (two of which are duo cabins)
PediSpa duo cabin - Quartz bench - Spawave - Slim Line
POD - skin improvement treatments - dermatology clinic
of Dr Yolande Bullens-Goessens

A five-pillar concept

The entire treatment concept is based on five pillars
(re-energising, reharmonising, refreshing, regeneration, recovery) and is fully tailored to your personal
needs. Wellness, well-being and quality of life for
women and men of all ages.

1.´Le Spa´

> Indoor pool - relaxation areas - panoramic sauna hammam - infrared duo sofas - sensory showers - outdoor
jacuzzi

In our spa lounge we serve delicious and light dishes,
healthy snacks and smoothies. You can enjoy a daily
two-course lunch including an amuse bouche, a glass of
white wine and water for € 37 per person.
TIP: book four hours of spa access for € 39.50 per
person. Combine this with a delicious two-course
lunch in our spa lounge.

4. A beautiful, clean and smooth skin

A beautiful, clean and smooth skin gives you a blissful
feeling. Skin impurities or changes are directly caused
by environmental factors, lifestyle habits or biological ageing, and have a visible effect on the skin. We
can improve and regenerate your skin with the latest

methods. The range of possibilities includes facial treatments with
medical cosmetics, dermatological consultations, skin rejuvenation and aesthetic treatments by Dr Bullens. Personal advice, special
treatment techniques and a selection of tailored care products are
guaranteed to offer you the results you are after. Our dermatologist
Dr Yolande Bullens-Goessens and our professional beauticians offer
you professional advice and a highly qualified approach.

Treatments offered by Dr Bullens:

> Dermatology consultations - treatment of skin diseases and varicose
veins - skin improvement and anti-ageing therapy - chemical peel
botox - filler injections - Tixel

5. Skin rejuvenation and improvement

The latest methods. The most modern techniques. Flawless results. Our
treatments for skin rejuvenation and improvement are carried out by
our competent team and the specialist beautician Bibi Faas under the
direction of Dr Yolande Bullens-Goessens.
> Jet peel - Dermaplaning - Meso peel - Micro needling - connective tissue
massage
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Ph. Giovanni Gastel

6.

6. Boost your skin – Day package

MARRES INTERIEUR STAAT VOOR
HOOGWAARDIG INTERIEURADVIES.
TONGERSESTEENWEG 37, LANAKEN
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Arrival: 10 am. Your pampering package includes:
• La Forêt by Dr Bullens-Goessens anti-ageing facial
signature treatment - 90 minutes
• Nourishing luxury O.P.I. hand mask
• A cosy bathrobe, slippers and soft towels are at your
disposal
• Unlimited use of Le Spa: sauna and swimming pool
facilities
• A delicious two-course lunch with an amuse bouche,
including water and a glass of wine in our La Forêt Lounge
• Free-flowing Nespresso coffee, Newby tea, water and
smoothies, as well as fresh fruit at our La Forêt
Lounge & Terrace
WWW.LIVINGDIVANI.IT

Price: € 189 p.p.
TIPS: Add a little extra treat to your pampering day with a soft
full body peel. Your skin will glow like never before! 25 min. € 49

Have a look at our website for an overview of all our day packages!
www.labutteauxbois.be/spa
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DOMAINE
ONLINE STORE
Just one click to view our exclusive products
and services developed by EXPERTS:

La Forêt cosmetics by Dr Yolande Bullens-Goessens
Shiseido
Gift vouchers
Custom fitness services
Juice Plus/La Forêt food supplements
Fashion, design and lifestyle products by La Butte aux Bois

shop.labutteauxbois.be
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SUNDAY 24 MAY

‘ASPARAGUS ON TOUR’

INTERNATIONAL FOUR-LOCK CRUISE

adults

€ 145 p.p. including a bubbly aperitif, selected
wines, water and coffee.

children (up to 17 years)

€ 6,00 per year of life including a bubbly aperitif
and soft drinks.
Spend the night on Sunday from €92.50 per room.
For hotel guests we are providing a shuttle service for the route Domaine La Butte aux Bois Oud-Rekem - Domaine La Butte aux Bois. Guests
who are not staying the night should set their
GPS to Kanaalstraat Rekem (Lanaken). There is
ample parking space.

Your La Butte aux Bois team led by host
HARALD OOSTENBACH will spoil you
with an afternoon at the ship’s restaurant,
with its spectacular views, and on the
sunny terrace. Chef ROBERT LEVELS
will serve up a delicious four-course lunch
filled with asparagus, Limburg’s pride and
joy. Water, sun and a culinary treat...
Delicious ingredients for an unforgettable
afternoon.
We welcome you between noon and 12.30 p.m. aboard the Geulvallei
at the port of Oud-Rekem, also known as ‘the most beautiful village in
Flanders’. At exactly 12.30 p.m., the captain will sound the ship’s horn
to mark the start of a cruise along the rivers of Belgium and Dutch
Limburg, even passing through Maastricht. The highlight (and the
highest point) will be the passage through the lock at Ternaaien, which
has a gradient of 15 metres. Around 4.30 p.m. we will moor at Oud-Rekem.
We can only welcome a limited number of guests. You can make reservations for this cruise until 1 May 2020. Keen to join us?

Menu
Duo of refined amuses
Black Pearl, Genoels-Elderen Wine Castle, Hesbaye 2015
_
Yellow-fin tuna
Green asparagus, peas, basil, young herbs
Pinot Gris, Aldeneyck Wine Estate, Meuse Valley 2018
_
Lobster thermidor
Maasland asparagus, brandy, egg
Chardonnay Blauw, Genoels-Elderen Wine Castle, Hesbaye 2016
_
Tournedos Rossini
Maasland asparagus, goose liver, Bordelaise sauce
Château La Gasparde Prestige Magnum,
Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux 2015
_
Romanoff cheesecake
strawberries, orange, vodka
Brachetto, Cascina Ghercina, Piedmont 2017
_

BLANC DE BLANCS
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Coffee and friandises
_
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Finish your holiday with a blissful
‘LAZY AFTERNOON’ at our estate.
We start at 4 p.m. with a summer aperitif and amuse
bouches in our garden, followed by a refreshing and refined appetiser at the table. While you enjoy swinging
beats and heart-warming melodies, exquisite delicacies
will be prepared on the barbecue. Elegant wines will
complete the experience. The evening will end with a
spectacular dessert buffet while you admire the setting
sun.

SUNDAY 23 AUGUST

MUSICAL DREAM
BARBECUE

adults

€ 105 p.p. including a bubbly aperitif, selected
wines, water and coffee until 9 p.m.

children (t/m 17 jaar)

€ 4,50 per year of life including bubbly VIK
aperitif and soft drinks.
Spend the night on Sunday from €92.50 per
room.
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Ingmar in Le Gym
Contact us: ingmar.harthoorn@labutteauxbois.be

IFT VOUCHERS

TEAM
BUILDING ON
LOCATION

“Sports are the perfect way to
enjoy a Burgundian lifestyle.”

A surprising GIFT,
a valuable souvenir?
Domaine La Butte
aux Bois has a
suitable GIFT
VOUCHER for
any festive occasion
and budget.
Spa Retreat La Forêt, cosmetica La Forêt by dr. Yolande
Bullens-Goessens, Restaurant La Source ** by Ralf
Berendsen, Le Bistrot by Robert Levels …
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A

ll our sporty team-building activities take
place under the supervision of former professional golfer and top coach Ingmar Harthoorn. In addition to his extensive knowledge of sports, he can tell exactly what is
important to the guests or the company. All activities
are adapted to the level of the group to ensure everyone gets the most out of the experience, as well as the
best assistance. His know-how allows him to develop a
customised and optimised programme. Every guest has
his own unique character; getting the most out of it is
Ingmar’s goal. Ingmar Harthoorn, personal coach, explains, “La Butte aux Bois has everything at its disposal
to create a team-building event tailored to the client’s

needs, from one-to-one coaching to outdoor group lessons for companies. The greatest asset is undoubtedly the beautiful domain and its
surroundings. The Hoge Kempen National Park, for example, which is
almost literally on our doorstep. We aim to bring people back to nature:
hiking, mountain biking, exploring the surroundings ... Our guests can
enjoy all of our facilities, all under one roof. The advantage of Le Gym
is that we can fall back on an indoor alternative last-minute in case of
bad weather. Guests who regularly participate and club members benefit
from reduced rates. Both guests and non-residents are welcome to participate. The weekly programme can be found on our website.

Cardio Boxing
Nordic Walking
Business Coaching
Bootcamp
Cycling tour
Mountain biking
Sports activities are available from
€ 15 per person.
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Programme:
09.30 a.m. - 10.30 a.m.
Festive reception on the terrace of the clubhouse
of golf club Spiegelven with bubbly and a scrumptious breakfast
10.45 a.m.
Welcome speech by golf professional and initiator
Ingmar Harthoorn
11.30 a.m.
Start Le Golf, start of the initiation, start of the
spa package (we are providing a shuttle service
to and from the spa). During the tournament
you will enjoy a culinary ‘walking lunch’ at four
different holes
5 p.m.
Après-golf drinks and snacks at hole 18
FRIDAY 2 OCTOBER

LE GOLF – EDITION
GASTRONOMIQUE
Golfclub Spiegelven in Genk is the beautiful
setting for the second edition of LE GOLF
‘Open Golf Cup’ organised by vzw Golf &
Friends.
Le Golf is synonymous with networking, sports, sun
and culinary pampering by the teams of Hotel Stiemerheide and Domaine La Butte aux Bois. We play
according to the Stableford principle. For guests
without a golf licence or official handicap, we can
organise a partner programme in the form of a golf
initiation or a stay at Spa Retreat La Forêt. Le Golf
- Edition Gastronomique is open exclusively to only
a few dozen participants. Reservations can be made
individually or as a group via info@legolf.be

6 p.m.
Departure to Domaine La Butte aux Bois with
own transport
6.30 p.m.
Shuttle service to Domaine La Butte aux Bois for
guests of Hotel Stiemerheid
7 p.m.
Aperitif with bubbles and amuse bouches in the
garden of Domaine La Butte aux Bois with guests
and sponsors
7.30 p.m.
Gastronomic four-course dinner with accompanying wines at the Napoleon hall and award
ceremony
Midnight
End of package, shuttle to Hotel Stiemerheide
€ 339 per person - € 659 per couple - € 1196 per
flight
(all-inclusive: green fee, food and beverages till
midnight, goodie bag with your personal logo,
golf balls and PMT, shuttle service).

Embodies tranquillity. Exudes dynamism.

You can book your stay at Domaine La Butte
aux Bois including breakfast from € 100 per
person (based on two persons per room).

For more information contact:
Bentley Antwerp, Uilenbaan 200 B, 2160 Wommelgem, Belgium.
Call us on +32 3 224 19 11 or email us at info@bentley-antwerp.be

The new Flying Spur.

Flying Spur WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, l/100km
– Combined 14.8. Combined CO₂ – 337 g/km.
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The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks.
© 2019 Bentley Motors Limited. Model shown: Flying Spur.
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BENTLEY ANTWERP
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